
Celebrating women in

history and in literature.  

With a team that is 57% female, and with leadership that is 50% female, at

BookClub we love Women's History Month. March is an opportunity for us to

celebrate the women on our team, and all of the women who have contributed to

history - and in particular to the literary world. Our team has authors like Lois

Lowry, Naomi Novik, Ciara Smyth, Seyward Darby, Yaa Gyasi, and Ottessa

Moshfegh on their bedside tables this month, and we are loving the books these

incredible women have written. We hope you're enjoying some women authors

this month too. 

At BookClub we know that books can teach us so much and take us anywhere we

want to go, whether we're reading �ction or non-�ction. We're getting close to

our launch this Spring, and we are so excited to see what you'll learn from the

authors on BookClub - and from each other. In the meantime, join us on social

media and tell us what books you're loving right now.

Meet the women of BookClub.

According to the National Center for Women & Information Technology, as of

2019 only 16 percent of the workforce in architecture & engineering and only 23

percent of the computer & mathematical workforce were women. The reason for

such a disparity? Tech startups often have small teams and don’t always put an

emphasis on hiring women. But at BookClub, we focus on hiring the right person

for the job, regardless of how they identify, and that’s led us to build a team that’s

57 percent female.
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See yourself at BookClub. 
At BookClub, we consider diversity crucial to everything we do. Creating a

diverse platform means having a diverse team. Meet some of the diverse

members of the BookClub team on our blog. 

Read More

The real reasons women write under male pseudonyms. 
Women have long written under male pseudonyms - to protect themselves, to

ensure their work is published, or even because it �ts the book better. But what

else is hidden behind those pseudonyms, and what impact have they had on the

literary community? 

Read More
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We're on Pinterest!
We've just joined Pinterest and

we would love to see you there!

We're looking forward to sharing

what books we're loving, passing

on book club tips and tricks, and

giving you even more to learn

about your favorite authors. 

Follow BookClub on Pinterest

Join our team!
At BookClub we are building a culture

where differences are valued and we

want YOU to be part of our team.

Help us unlock the power of every

book with life-changing conversations

led by authors themselves. Visit the

link below for our open positions. 
 
Work at BookClub

Thank you for being here with us. We hope you're taking time to enjoy your most

recent read - we can't wait to hear all about it.  

Happy reading,  

- The BookClub Team

See what's new on BookClub
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Copyright © 2021 BookClub.com, Inc., All rights reserved. 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 

Forwarded this email by a friend?  
Subscribe to our newsletter and Sign up for the waitlist! 
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